Open Call

for contemporary arts

What is
Supergau?

Supergau is an imaginary landscape, a culturally virgin landscape. It is temporary, and during the festival it lies like a second layer over the existing
topography of one of the five Salzburg regions [Gaue] (Flachgau, Lungau,
Pinzgau, Pongau, Tennengau).
Supergau is free of the purported dominance of the town with its programmed cultural spaces, free of urban museums, theatres, cabarets and salons
demanding to be filled with target audiences. It is free of the concept of public space, for Supergau knows only landscape. Supergau is both surface
and depth. Supergau has forest and meadow landscape, mountain landscape, residential landscape, tarmac and concrete landscape. In Supergau, all
these and more forms of landscape can become stages, scenes of artistic
action. Supergau is a festival held exclusively outdoors.
This biennial festival was premièred in the Flachgau region in 2021. In 2023
the Lungau (district of Tamsweg) will be the Supergau for contemporary
arts.
Supergau invites artists to take time for the festival, so it facilitates residencies which offer the opportunity of working on site, researching and
exchanging ideas. The whole institution, the development of a dramaturgy
and the planning of content in collaboration with participants is an essential component of the festival.
This Open Call marks the beginning of Supergau, which culminates in the
10-day festival at the end of May 2023.

What are we
looking for?

Site(s)

– Artists from various disciplines
– Large-scale art capable of using entire meadows, woods and/or lakes, as
well as minimal 1:1 situation, sound, video and new media art with all
electronic sensibilities, performances, installations, compositions
– Site- or region-specific open-air artistic contributions
– Crossover works involving cooperation with visitors, residents and artists
in other genres, in the creation and/or implementation

The second edition (2022–2023) transforms the Lungau into a Supergau. The projects may take place throughout the Lungau – with 1,020 km2
available. The Lungau is a valley landscape surrounded by the High Tauern
mountain range to the west, the Lower Tauern to the north and east, and
the Gurktal Alps to the south (highest point 3,076m, lowest point 588m
above sea level)
The 21,000 or so inhabitants of the Lungau are distributed among 15
districts, including three market towns. With 1.5 million overnight stays
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per year, this region is a popular holiday destination in both summer and
winter. Further important sectors are milk production and the forestry and
timber industry. As in many other rural regions, the exodus of young people
is a concern.
Many of the towns and villages lie above 1,000m altitude. The natural
landscape of the Lungau – one of Austria‘s sunniest regions – has been
declared a UNESCO biosphere park. This means that before submitting an
application, you will have to consider possible regulations and restrictions
demanded by nature conservation.

Remuneration

The total budget for the Open Call amounts to 200,000 Euro. The artistic
directors, together with a panel of experts, will select projects from within
two categories:
A. up to € 15.000,–
B. up to € 30.000,–

up to 15 artistic works
up to 3 artistic works

These two categories are simply a rough guide, with no details concerning
quality or importance of the individual works. They play no part in the programming, supervision or implementation, nor will they be mentioned after
the adjudication.
The above-mentioned flat-rate contributions are gross amounts, and must
include fees, production and implementation costs, and travel expenses.
We would emphasis that the contracting authority, the Province of Salzburg, sets great store by Fair Pay (www.fairpaykultur.at); the calculations
will be scrutinised in this regard, and fair, appropriate remuneration for all
participants will be one of the selection criteria.
Supergau will provide board and lodgings for the duration of the residencies, and invites the participating artists to stay overnight in the Lungau
during the entire festival (in May 2023).
Candidates are welcome to use additional funds from other sources to
support their submissions. Application is open to individuals, groups and
ensembles at any stage of their career. Applicants must be at least 18
years old.
Supergau will offer further support during the preparation and the festival
itself, as well as professional promotion and PR.
Remuneration will be made in the form of sponsorship by the Province of
Salzburg.
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Application
documents

All required documents should be sent as a single PDF file by 11:59 pm on
Sunday, 10 April 2022, to kultur-wissenschaft@salzburg.gv.at
The PDF, containing no more than 8 pages (maximum size 10 MB) should
include the following information:
Page 1 		
		
		

Brief description of the project (max. five sentences
explaining the essence of the project, for publication on
the Supergau website)

Pages 2–6
		

Project proposal (image, text, drawings, etc. = detailed
description of the idea and the technical implementation)

Page 7		

Cost breakdown in accordance with chosen category A or B

Page 8		
		

Brief CV, e-mail, telephone number, link to personal
website (if any)

Dual entries of the same project in different categories are not permitted.
Video works should be either embedded in the PDF or presented by means
of storyboard or screen-shot. The submitted work will be evaluated on the
strength of one PDF file (8 pages) containing all the required documents.
Projects will be selected by a jury together with the artistic directors.

Implementation
period, dates,
information

Supergau will be held at the end of May 2023. Preparation time will begin
with the official announcement in May 2022 of all participants selected
from the Open Call.
Closing date for Open Call entries		
Jury meeting
			
Announcement of selected artists		
1st residency in the Lungau		
additional work phase (if needed)		
2nd residency in the Lungau		
Supergau festival			

Sunday 10 April 2022
Mid-May 2022
CW 22
17–19 June 2022
23–25 September 2022
24–26 March 2023
end of May 2023

Festival management: Tina Heine
www.supergau.org

Contact

Supergau is an initiative of the Province of Salzburg
Please send any enquiries about the Open Call by e-mail to Matthias Ais:
kultur-wissenschaft@salzburg.gv.at

